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Protests in Eastern Europe in 1980s 

 
After World War II, most of Eastern Europe was under Soviet Control.1 For four decades the control of 
Eastern European satellites were absolute and all protests were crushed. An example of this was the 
crushing of the ‘Prague Spring’ in Czechoslovakia in 1968.  
 
Then, as communism began to weaken and the USSR’s economic position worsened, protests in Eastern 
Europe began to increase: 

 
 Poland: workers in Gdansk formed trade union Solidarity, became very popular (1980), leader 

Lech Walesa demanded from govt. Right to strike, end to censorship, broadcasting of Catholic 
church services etc., govt. Agreed but later felt threatened, as did USSR, 1981 Solidarity banned 

 By late 80s, people tired of repressive govts. And low standards of living compared to West 

 Changes in USSR: Gorbechev leader of USSR (85), introduced reforms that gave EE satellites 
hope, in 89 USSR gave satellites independence – removed red army as tool for EE govts. 

 Hungary: in 89 comm govt. Became the ‘Socialist Party’, free speech and elections 

 Poland: in 89 free elections held, non-com Solidarity landslide victory 

 East Germany: border temporarily opened then closed, people wanted end of communism, end 
of year people marched to wall, guards refused to fire, brought down wall 

 Czechoslovakia: became democratic 

 Romania: Dec 1989, short and violent revolution, dictator (Ceausescu) and wife executed 

 Baltic Republics: 1990 became independent, democratic 

 
These protests led to many significant changes in the world: 
 

 Soon followed by collapse of USSR and essentially communism 

 Rapid changes from communism proved to world the superiority of capitalism 

 West and East Germany soon after united, govt (and many others) left to deal with economic 
and social problems caused by communist dictatorships 

 Marked the end of the protest era/worldwide protest 
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 Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, East Germany, Czechoslovakia 


